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“Doomsday” Dave
“Privacy is one of the biggest problems in this 
new electronic age”  – Andy Grove

“We believe the customer should be in control 

of their own information. You might like these 

so-called free services, but we don’t think 

they’re worth having your email, your search 

history and now even your family photos data 

mined and sold off for God knows what 

advertising purpose. And we think some day, 

customers will see this for what it is.” – Tim Cook

If you’re not paying with money, you’re paying with data. You’re the product 

NOT the customer



My goals for today

▪ Educate you

▪ Motivate you

▪ Provide actionable advice

▪ Have fun



Ripped from the headlines



Ripped from the headlines



Why now?
▪ Increasing use of technology in all facets of life

▪Massively scalable computing resources available on-

demand (cloud)

▪Untraceable worldwide communications (encryption)

▪Virtual international currency (cryptocurrency)

▪Ever increasing number of connected devices

▪And…



Crime is going digital
▪ Cyberattacks are increasing 
in frequency, 
sophistication, impact and 
cost

▪ A study by Dr. Michael 
McGuire puts value of the 
cybercrime economy at 
$1.5 trillion

▪ Could hit $10 trillion by 
2025

▪ Cybercriminals are rarely 
prosecuted

https://www.thesslstore.com/blog/2018-cybercrime-statistics/



More data is being created



2020 Internet Minute



And… pervasive data collection

https://www.thecybersecurityhub.com/



Data is increasingly valuable



And.. data is increasingly valuable



Who does Facebook Own?
▪ Instagram

▪ WhatsApp

▪ Oculus VR



And.. data is increasingly valuable



Who does Alphabet (Google) Own?
▪ Android

▪ YouTube

▪ Gmail

▪ GSuite

▪ Fitbit

▪ Blogger

▪ Picasa

▪ Nest

▪ Zagat

▪ Boston Dynamics



And.. data is increasingly valuable



And.. data is increasingly valuable



Who does Amazon Own?
▪ AWS

▪ Whole Foods

▪ Ring

▪ Zappos

▪ PillPack

▪ Twitch

▪ Kiva

▪ Audible



Eliminate the middleman?

https://www.thecybersecurityhub.com/



And… Open-Source Intelligence



And… Shodan



And… Threat Actors



And… the attack surface grows daily



And… Security is often an afterthought
▪People working remotely are at higher risk

▪ IoT devices are creating more attack points

▪An attack can open an organization to devastating attacks 

and crippling consequences

▪An organization can incorporate cybersecurity into business 

practices and processes, OR react to security failures

▪Be proactive and be prepared, or be sorry





Privacy != Security

▪ Privacy: Control of your personal information 
and how it’s used

▪ Security: how your personal information is 
protected 

https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-privacy-privacy-vs-security-whats-the-difference.html



Privacy myths

▪It’s impossible maintain some privacy in today’s 

world

▪My data (or the data I have access to) isn’t 

valuable

▪I have to be a technical wizard to protect myself

▪I have nothing to hide



Cybersecurity myths
▪My organization is too small or insignificant to be 

a target

▪Cybersecurity requires a huge financial investment

▪Attacks are sophisticated or technically complex

▪New software and devices are secure out-of-the-

box

▪Compliance with industry standards is sufficient

▪Security is an IT issue



It’s a matter of when, not if…
▪ “No locale, no industry or organization is bulletproof when it comes 

to the compromise of data.” – Verizon 2016 Data Breach Investigation 

Report

▪ “Fundamentally, if somebody wants to get in, they're getting in. 

Alright, good. Accept that.“ - former director of the CIA and National 

Security Agency Retired Gen. Michael Hayden

▪ Cybercrime is “the greatest threat to every profession, every industry, 

every company in the world.” – IBM CEO Ginni Rometty

▪ “There are two kinds of companies in the United States. There are 

those who’ve been hacked ... and those who don’t know they’ve 

been hacked.”  - Former FBI Director James Comey



Guiding principals of security
▪ Impenetrable security is nearly impossible and very expensive

▪ Focus on risk

▪ Take a layered approach

▪ Invite security to the party from the beginning

▪ Threats emerge and evolve constantly

▪ Education and awareness are critical

▪Maintain a very healthy dose of skepticism/paranoia



3 simple steps to remember

▪Stop

▪Think

▪Protect – Be a human firewall



Threats: Poor credential management



Threats: Unpatched Software
▪A Ponemon Institute survey found 57% of security breaches 

were due to vulnerabilities in unpatched software

▪ 34% of these cybercrime victims were aware of holes but 

didn’t patch them in time.

▪ 37% of breach victims don’t perform regular scans to find 

vulnerabilities in their own systems

▪ Patching gaps are an issue:

▪ Unaware of the updates that are available

▪ Know updates are available, but don’t have the resources or 

strategies implement the patches



Threats: Spoofing
▪ "Spoofing, in general, is a fraudulent or malicious practice in 

which communication is sent from an unknown source 

disguised as a source known to the receiver. Spoofing is most 

prevalent in communication mechanisms that lack a high 

level of security." – Techopedia

▪ Spoofing leads to:

▪ Phishing

▪ Vishing (Voice based)

▪ Smishing (Text based)

▪ Doppleganger or Lookalike websites



Threats: Phishing
▪ “Cybercrime in which a target or targets are contacted by email, 

telephone or text message by someone posing as a legitimate 

institution to lure individuals into providing sensitive data such as 

personally identifiable information, banking and credit card details, and 

passwords.” – Phishing.org

▪ Types of Phishing include:

▪ Spear phishing

▪ Whaling

▪ Vishing

▪ Smishing

https://youtu.be/6gQX2duuJJQ


Threats: Phishing
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Threats: Malware
▪Viruses

▪Worms

▪Keystroke Loggers

▪Adware

▪Bots

▪Zombies

▪Rootkits

▪Crypto miners



Privacy Threats: Ransomware
▪Malware that encrypts data and demands a ransom

▪ “The losses from ransomware attacks have increased significantly, 

according to complaints received by IC3 and FBI case information. 

Although state and local governments have been particularly 

visible targets for ransomware attacks, ransomware actors have 

also targeted health care organizations, industrial companies, and 

the transportation sector.” - FBI

▪Delivered many ways:

▪ Phishing 

▪ Infected web sites 

▪ Compromised devices



Threats: Open Ports
▪Attackers can use open ports to compromise devices

▪Compromised devices can be used in several ways:

▪ Data exfiltration

▪ Botnets

▪ Access to other devices in the network

▪ Surveillance



Threats: “Free” software
▪ Many “free” apps are thinly veiled malware

▪ 172 malicious apps hosted on 

Google Play were installed more 

than 335 million times in 

September of 2019 and have been found

in the Apple store too

▪ Delete apps you no longer need

▪ Do your homework and vet apps carefully



Threats: Social Media
▪Your “privacy” settings do not

guarantee privacy

▪Your data may be sold

▪Your data my be breached



Threats: Public Wi-Fi

▪ Information can be stolen

▪Malware can be planted

▪Use a VPN

▪Use a hotspot on your 

mobile phone

https://phoenixnap.com/blog/man-in-the-middle-attacks-prevention



Threats: Internet of Things (IoT)
▪Patching issues

▪Misconfiguration

▪Apps steal data / leak data

▪Malware

▪ Sensitive data loss



IoT background
▪ “The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the capability of everyday 

devices to connect to other devices and people through the existing 

Internet infrastructure. Devices connect and communicate in many 

ways. They are able to communicate with consumers, collect and 

transmit data to companies, and compile large amounts of data for 

third parties.” – EPIC

▪ In 1982 the first device connected to the Internet was a Coca-Cola 

vending machine that could control the temperature of the machine 

and keep track of inventory

▪ The term “Internet of Things” was coined by Kevin Ashton in 1999



IoT Dumpster Fire



▪Mikko Hyppönen, CTO at F-Secure said the IoT 

revolution is "taking everything else online" and 

eventually "anything that uses electricity will be 

online"

▪Hyppönen warned about the proliferation of IoT 

devices: "What’s happening right now, around us, 

I guess would be characterized as IT asbestos“

▪D2: Disconnect and discard

IoT = Asbestos



Defenses
It might feel like this…

Don’t be 

scared be 

prepared!



Defenses



Defenses: Software updates
▪Vendors regularly release updates

▪Updates may contain productivity and/or security fixes

▪ALL devices that contain software should be updated

▪Automate this process if you can



Defenses: Password Hygiene
▪Use strong, unique passwords for every account

▪A passphrase is better. e.g. “1 l0ve pizz@ with 0ni0ns”

▪Use a password manager with MFA. 

▪Check the Dark Web for leaked creds



Defenses: Multi-factor Authentication
▪Aka Two-factor Authentication or 

Two-Step Verification

▪Microsoft and Google have recently 

indicated MFA can stop 99% of all 

automated attacks

▪Enable MFA everywhere

▪Use an authenticator app like Authy

rather than SMS based OTPs



Defenses: Endpoint Protection
▪Vendors regularly release updates

▪Also known as anti-malware or 

anti-virus software

▪Update definitions

▪Disable everything and enable 

functionality as required

▪Consider more than one



Defenses: Firewall
▪Use a firewall to protect your 

device / network

▪Your router can be configured 

to be a firewall

▪Windows comes with a 

software firewall



Defenses: Virtual Private Network
▪A VPN creates an encrypted 

connection

▪May not be required if all your 

apps are cloud based

▪Never use public Wi-Fi without a 

VPN

▪ The best include NordVPN, 

IPVanish and TunnelBear

▪Vet the VPN software carefully!



Defenses: Encryption
▪ Encryption scrambles data so that it can only be 

unscrambled with the appropriate key

▪Use Encryption (at rest and in motion)

▪ Enable BitLocker for data a rest

▪ Look for https:// in the browser

▪Use encryption to protect email

▪Use encryption to protect messaging



Defenses: Router
▪Change default password to a strong password

▪ Enable WPA2 or higher encryption

▪ Enable firewall

▪Update regularly

▪Use a guest network



Defenses: Router
▪Disable SSID broadcast

▪Whitelist devices

▪Disable WPS

▪Use 3rd party DNS

▪Disable remote 

management

▪Create VLANS



Defenses: Vet software carefully
▪Do your homework and vet apps

▪Don’t download the latest viral thing

▪ This applies to desktop apps, mobile 

apps, and browser extensions

▪Delete apps you don’t need

▪Use privacy friendly platforms & apps



Defenses: Hardening
▪Configuring systems to make them more difficult to hack

▪ For example, change default passwords and remove 

unnecessary accounts

▪ Lock the screen when not in use

▪Don’t make work devices visible on the network

▪Check out the CIS Benchmarks



Defenses: Backup
▪ Backup data and verify the backup integrity

▪ Rule of Three: Maintain three copies of your data. 

The original, a copy, and a copy of the copy. 

One should be in a safe place away from the 

others

▪ Look for a service that allows you to define a 

personal encryption key. If not, read the 

privacy policy carefully

▪ Tools like OneDrive can be a basic backup

▪ iDrive and BackBlaze rate highly



Defenses: Cloud Services
▪ Cloud based services offer advanced security and backup capability

▪ Office 365/Azure

▪ G Suite



Defenses: General
▪Be careful about information you share

▪ Sanitize old equipment

▪Disable devices that can watch/listen while working

▪Don’t allow family to use work devices

▪Keep work data on work devices only

▪Use secure videoconferencing

▪ Shred work-related documents

▪ SETA (Security, Education, Training and Awareness

▪CHOOSE PRIVACY!



Defenses:

▪Stop

▪Think

▪Protect – Be a human firewall



Defenses: Choose Privacy
▪Ditch Android for iOS

▪ iOS is more secure

▪Apple is a product company, not a data company

▪Apple has made privacy and security a priority

▪Ditch any apps not absolutely essential

▪Vet apps carefully

▪Disable services you are not actively using

▪Configure your device for privacy: 

https://spreadprivacy.com/device-privacy-protection/



Defenses: Choose Privacy
▪Ditch Chrome for a privacy friendly browser

▪ Firefox - https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/

▪Brave - https://brave.com

▪ Tor - https://www.torproject.org/



Defenses: Choose Privacy
▪Lock your browser down



Defenses: Choose Privacy
▪Ditch Gmail for privacy friendly email:

▪ProtonMail - https://mail.protonmail.com

▪ Tutanota - https://tutanota.com/

▪ Fastmail - https://www.fastmail.com/



Defenses: Choose Privacy
▪Ditch Google, use DuckDuckGo: 

http://www.duckduckgo.com

▪Use a trusted VPN like NordVPN: https://nordvpn.com/

▪Ditch Messenger & WhatsApp, Use Signal: 

https://www.signal.org/

▪Ditch Dropbox,  Use Sync: https://www.sync.com

▪Ditch “smart” assistants

▪Use sites like PCMag, CNET, ZDNet and/or Consumer 

Reports to vet apps



Tools
▪ AV: Windows Defender

▪ Browser: Firefox, Brave or Tor

▪ VPN: Nord

▪ Open DNS

▪ Encryption: BitLocker

▪ Password Manager: LastPass



Some privacy insights
▪ Why you should care about data privacy even if you have “nothing to 

hide” - https://www.vox.com/recode/22250897/facebook-data-

privacy-collection-algorithms-extremism

▪ A Case Against the Peeping Tom Theory of Privacy -

https://www.wired.com/story/against-peeping-tom-theory-of-

privacy/

▪ “I have nothing to hide. Why should I care about my privacy?” -

https://medium.com/@FabioAEsteves/i-have-nothing-to-hide-why-

should-i-care-about-my-privacy-f488281b8f1d

▪ Senator Frank Church on the NSA -

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/jun/25/frank-

church-liberal-icon



Takeaways
▪ If you’re not paying with money, you’re paying with 
data. You’re the product NOT the customer

▪Your data is valuable, “they” want it

▪New laws like CCPA may improve the situation

▪You can make wise choices to limit your digital 
footprint

▪Less is more

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/03/05/1020376/resist-big-tech-surveillance-data



Follow these folks
▪ Bruce Schneier:@schneierblog

▪ Kevin Mitnick: @kevinmitnick

▪ US-CERT: @USCERT_gov

▪ SecurityWeek: @SecurityWeek

▪ Center for Internet Security: 

@CISecurity

▪ MSRC: @msftsecresponse

▪ EFF: @EFF

▪ CDT: @CenDemTech

▪ PI: @privacyint 

▪ MSRC: @msftsecresponse

▪ Microsoft Secure: 

@msftsecurity

▪ RSA: @RSAsecurity

▪ Mikko Hypponen: @mikko

▪ Troy Hunt: @troyhunt

▪ CSOnline: @CSOonline

▪ IAPP: @PrivacyPros

▪ Intrust IT: @IntrustIT

▪ Me: @DaveHatter



Additional Resources
▪ www.mcaffee.com

▪ www.grisoft.com

▪ www.symantec.com

▪ www.twofactorauth.org

▪ www.safer-networking.org

▪ www.zonealarm.com

▪ www.webopedia.com

▪ www.hackerwatch.org

▪ www.haveibeenpwned.com

▪ www.twofactorauth.org

▪ www.knowbe4.com

▪ www.antiphishing.org

▪ www.microsoft.com/security

▪ www.idtheftcenter.org/facts.shtml

▪ www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/alerts/phishingalrt.htm

▪ www.ic3.gov/default.aspx

▪ enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/

▪ www.sans.org/critical-security-controls/

▪ https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/current-activity/2019/11/06/cisa-

launches-cyber-essentials-small-businesses-and-small-sltt

▪ www.nist.gov/cyberframework

▪ https://www.cisecurity.org/blog/cyber-hygiene-guidance-for-

windows-10/

▪ www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/small-

businesses/cybersecurity

▪ https://www.pcmag.com/roundup/256703/the-best-antivirus-

protection

▪ https://www.pcmag.com/roundup/296955/the-best-vpn-services

▪ https://www.futureoftech.org/internet-of-things/6-career-

opportunities-in-iot/

https://www.pcmag.com/roundup/296955/the-best-vpn-services


Q & A

“It’s time for a cybersecurity zeitgeist in the West where 
cyber hygiene is a meme that is aggressively distributed by 
those who have mastered it and encouraged to be imitated 
by those who have experienced it.” - James Scott



THANK  YOU! 
Dave Hatter

CISSP, CCSP, CSSLP, Security+, Network+, PMP, ITIL V3

linkedin.com/in/davehatter

twitter.com/davehatter

www.youtube.com/user/davidlhatter

Catch my Tech Friday spot live on 55KRC at 6:30 AM every 
Friday on 550 AM or http://www.55krc.com

http://www.55krc.com/

